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You will be reading quite a lot
about change in this issue of
"Conjunction"!
API (UK) is
growing, flexing and spreading its
now well-developed wings. It is
moving into its next phase by
a membership
becoming
association.
And this is fitting as API (UK)
approachesits 21st Birthday on 8th
June 2004! A "coming of age" is
FrontRow:JeanWamer, Elly Gibbs, Sue Lewis, Arild Maeland.
often marked by a change of some
MiddleRow:JaneKerr, Linda Leibing Hed6n. Liv Torunn Meling
kind; what has been establishedis
BackRow: Barry Hopewell, Michael Huber, Louise Huber
developedand built upon - I seethis
as API (UK) opening wide its arms
Prior to 'Transformations' we had three
..FACETO FACE''
to include and embrace so many
days of school workshops including
more possibilities.
Astrology
| & 2, andApplied Astrology.
We were delighted to welcome
There is a saying which goes "the Louise and Michael Huber when Some personal reflections from those
more things change, the more they they joined us at Buckland Hall in who participatedare on Page7.
stay the sqme". This comes to mind September.They had an enthusiastic
API (UK) ASSOCIATION
right now. Our organisation may be audienceof 63 parlicipantsfor their N E N
changing, but the warmth and workshop on'Transfotmations' On Page 3 you will find an outline of the
strongly established"family" feeling including contingentsof 15 from the new administrative arrangementswhich
that is an integral part of our School SpanishHuber School and 10 from came into being on lst September2003.
We hope you will decide to become a
will remain. My vision is that this Norway and Sweden.
member & benefit from all the school
feeling will grow and develop with
us as we become a membership In addition 8 students presented has to offer you now and in the future.
associationand I extenda truly warm themselvesfor assessmentand were
RE,QUIRED!
welcome to all members of our awardedtheir SwissAPI Dioloma.
(Conjunction'
new
Editor and
(seephoto above).
"family".
Production Team.
With good wishes to you all,
The first newsletter, a single .A4
Joyce Hopewell
sheet when the school first started,
graduatedto an A5 format in 1987
and Joyce continued with this when
shetook overthe schoolin 1991.
A sad farewell to two students
2
Six years ago Richard initiated the
N e wA P I ( U K ) A s s o c i a t i o n
3
presentformat andhassincefulfilled all
Horizontal or Vertical?
4
the aboveroles,with the exceptionof
The HouseChart reconsidered
516
one issue. He has decidedits time to
Louise & Michael at Buckland Hall
'Face
'7
to Face'
Somereflectionson
introducesomenewblood,so we needa
SchoolNews & Activities
8
If you were not able to join us Barry personor teamwho would be willing to
Counselling& the Five Levels
Hopewell recorded all the plenary t a k e o v e r t h e p r o d u c t i o n o f
9
RediscoveringAstrology
10
sessions on new recording equipment 'Conjunction'.It's a creativetask so if
'My Green & Red Star' EnyGibbs
1l
and a CD is availablefrom API Books. you're interestedpleaseturn to Page8
StudentNetworking & Books
12
For detailsseepage4
for details.
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FAREWELL TO TWO OF OUR HUBER'FAMILY'
Paddy Reid

API (UK) STAFF

We were sad to leam of the passingof Diploma student
involvedwith Schooladministration Paddy Reid on 27th February2003. Many of you will
rememberPaddy,who attended"Faceto Face" in 2001.
Principal - JoyceHopewell,
He was a positive, happy man with a great sense of
co.uk
E-Mail: api.principal@tiscali.
humour, and he shared his humour, happiness and
Tel:
0 1 5 6 5 - 615311
laughter with us at Buckland Hall. Sincere condolences
from
all students and tutors of API (UK) have been
Student Administration - DavidKen
passed
on to his mum, who wrote to the School with
E-Mail: djmken@beeb.net
this sad news in July.
Tel: 01896-849659
Marlene Cordery
Enquiries & Registration RichardLlewellyn& Elly Gibbs
Marlene's long, brave battle with cancer ended on the 21st
E-Mail: api.enquiries@btopenworld.com
August 2003 in the PrincessAlice Hospice, Esher, surrounded
Tel: 0151-605-0039
by the love and care of her husband, sister and the staff.
Earlier this year, her Age Point completed its passageover her

Treasurer - BarbaraByatt
unaspectedMoon conjunct Neptune in the l2th house.
E-Mail: barbaraamassey@btintemet.com
I becameMarlene's tutor in 1993 when she startedto study the
Tel:
0l5l-652-5243

diploma course and, over the years, we became friends. She

was a remarkable person - dignified yet full of fun, a talented
API Books - JeremyCooper
E-Mail: crystalmountain@tiscali.co.uk artist and writer, a knowledgeable gardener and lover of
nature. An avid researcher with an eye for detail, Marlene was interested in
Tel:
01539-536420

Publicity - Maria Maw
E-Mail: mariamaw
co.uk
@skoolmail.
Tel:
01625-434368

everything and had many unusual experiences. But, most of all, Marlene had a
genuine and generous love of people; she was a nafural, intuitive counsellor: she
cared.
Some time ago Marlene sent me this extract. It comes from a description of a river
and its story as a metaphor for life, from the Legend of St. Dderfel.

Technical Support - BarryHopewell
E-Mail: Barry.Hopewell@care4free.net"It always seemsas if the Spirit of the River was speakingto me and telling me how,
in its rapid continuous course, it is setting an example to man of how he can most
Tel: 01565-651
13I
API Web Master - JaneBrooks
E-Mail: j ane.brooks@ntlworld.com
Tel:
0l6t-221-2224
API Web Site - www.api-uk.org
Conjunction Editor RichardLlewellyn
E-Mail: r.llewellyn@btinternet.com
Tel: 0151-606-8551
Student E-Mail Network Colin Wilton
E-Mail : tall2c ofin@talM1.com
Tel: 01752-672373
Workshop Programme and
2004'Face to FaceoOrganiser
JaneBrooks
E-Mail:jane.brooks@ntlworld.com
Tel:
016l-221-2224
API Chart Data Service
E-Mail: r.llewellyn@btinternet.com
Tel:
0l5l-606-8551

wisely and happily regulate his life. The water is so wise. When it comes to little
banks and uneven places in its bed, it gently flows over them without making any
bother about it. And this, saysthe river, is just the way in which men should treat the
little unpleasantnesses
and small misfortunes of life, instead of allowing such things
to distract and worry them and perhapseven alter their whole courseofexistence.
Then, when huge boulders of rock stand out into the stream,the river glides quietly
round them, accepting them as necessaryevils which must be endured since they
cannot be cured. This is the way in which men should heat the greater difficulties
and hardshipsof their lives, instead of fuming and fretting or sitting down in despair.
These are things that rivers never do, says the Spirit. And moreover, as they
constantly move forward, they explore with their water every hole and corner within
their reach, neglecting nothing, giving a kindly wash to everything that comes in
their way and holding a pleasant conversationwith all objects, living or inanimate,
with which they come into contact.
So a wise man, and one who desires to make his life useful and pleasantto himsel
and to others, will always seek for information as he goes along through the world,
will have a cheery word for his fellow-travellers and be ready to do a kind and
friendly action for any thaI"require it. And, if he does so, just as the river grows
broader and wider as it nears the oceanin which it finally loses itself, and merges its
waters in the infinite space of the sea, so the man's life will become grander and
more noble as it approachesits close. And he will have gained the affection and
respectof all whose respect and affection are worth gaining, before the stream of his
life, too, floats out upon the oceanofeternity."

Marlene put a little note on the end of this - "This was sent to me and I can really go
along with it - not only as a Pisceanbut also as my own philosophy in life. Hopefully
Computer Software - ReyroldSwallow I have tried to live, just like the river".

E-Mail: rfswallow@beeb.net
Tel:
01884-840513
API (UK) Newsletter
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Sue Cumeron

THE NEW APr (UK) ASSOCTATTON
In the last issue of Conjunction
(No. 34 - July 2003) we told you
about the formation of the new API
(UK) Association from I't September
'up
2003. The Association is now
and running', so this article tells you
a bit more about it, trying to answer
your questions.
What is the Association?
API(UK)
is an 'Unincorporated
Association' with a constitution, which
you can find on our website. The
Association essentially aims to continue
to provide courses, and a family of
common interest, in Astrological
Psychology and the Huber approach.
AP(UK) is a membership organisation
run by a Council of honorary officers
and tutors. The Council will hold an
annual General Meeting, at which
mernberscan have their say.
What does it mean for me?
As a current subscriber to Conjunction,
we hope that you'll now become a
member of the Association.As well as
continuing to receive Conjunction, you'll
be offered discounts on fees for events
run by the Association, and receive
notification of conferences, General
Meetings, availability of books, CDs,
tapesand booklets,etc.
This is the membership organisation for
students of astrological psychology and
the Huber approach. Newly enrolled
studentsreceive free membership for the
current year. Sfudents are expected to
renew their membership while their
studies continue. And we hope that
Diploma Holders will continue to remain
members, to keep abreast of the latest
developments.

The annual membership fee is f15, Reyn Swallow chairs the Council and
payable by lst February. As a member, also handles astrologicalsoftware sales,
remember that it's your Association. principally AstroCora and MegaStar.
Make your vote count at the AGM!
Maria Maw handlespublicity.
Who provides the main Services?
The Council co-ordinatesall the work of
the Association, with services being
provided by individual officers of the
Council.
Principal - Joyce Hopewell
Joyce maintains the pool of futors,
oversees course development, coordinates the Council and is an external
ambassador.

Jane Brooks maintains our web site, coordinates the workshop programme, and
is organisingFace-to-Facefor 24th -27th
September2004.
Colin Wilton runs the Student Network
on e-mail.
Geraldine Dayton represents us on the
Advisory Panel on Astrological
Education.
Barry Hopewell maintains the course
mastersand helps with technical support.

Principal Emeritus Richard Llewellyn
Who should I contact for what?
Richard is of course our elder
Apart from your Tutor, you are most
statesman,also editor of Conjunction.
likely to need to contact those members
of Council whose names and addresses
Enquiries and Registration
appearon Page2 ofthis, and subsequent
Richard Llewellyn and Elly Gibbs
Richard and Elly handle enquiries and issuesof Conjunction..If you needto get
enrolments, send out prospectusesand in touch with anyone else feel free to ask
courses, and generally administer Enquiries & Registration for details.
membershipof the Association.

What is the birth time?
Keen
astrologers will wish to know the
Student Administration
'birth
time' for the Association. The
David Kerr
David allocates tutors, liases where constitution was formally signed on 29th
necessarybetween students and tutors, June 2003 at16:45 in Knutsford, Cheshire UK
xl
handlescomplaints, lapsedsfudents,etc.
API Books - Jeremy Cooper
Jeremy maintains the catalogue and
sellsbooks,booklets,tapes,CDs etc.
Treasurer - Barbara Massey
Barbara generally keeps track of the
money, maintaining our bank account
and visa facility.
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Who else is involved?
A number of other people kindly give of
their time and expertiseto help;

Putting namesto faces- pictured at the direction-setting Council meeting in March 2003

Jeremy

Elly

Barbara

Joyce David

Richard

Maria
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API (SCANDINAVIA)
API (Scandinavia) has been born.
The Huber tree is about to branch out
again, this time to Scandinaviaup in the
north. The processstarted in 2001 when
I, as one of the English school's local
teachers, was teaching the Foundation
Course to a small class in Stockholm.
My students wanted to read the Huber
material in Swedish, so I translated it,
and three of them successfully took
their Foundation Course Certificates. It
became obvious to me that there was an
interest for the Huber method, but many
Swedeswere put off by having to do the
coursesin another language.
Well, before I could move on I had to
finish my own studies, and at'Face to
Face' in September 2003 I finally had
the API Diplomas in my hand. And now
things started to happen. If you have
been to a 'Face to Face' workshop, you
will probably know about the wonderful
international atmosphereof enthusiastic
co-operation there. I returned to
Stockholm with full support from API
(UK) and from Louise and Michael
Huber, and encouraged by many
English, Scottish, Spanish, Norwegian,
South African (and more) friends to
move ahead, translate the DiPloma
Course and start a Huber school.
As it tumed out that there is an interest
in the whole of Scandinavia, the new
school, born 21-09-2003 at 14.30 in
Buckland Hall (in the area of the
Brecon Beacons in South Wales), will
be called API (Scandinavia). It will be
based in Stockholm, but I look forward
to a future exchange of experiencesall
over Scandinavia and with people from
other countries as well. In the nearest
future I plan to have Module I
translated and ready for eager students
in spring 2004. If you want more
information, pleasecontact me on:
e-mail: linda-hakan@swipnet.se,or on
phone:+46-(0)8-774 14 95.
Linda Leibing Hed6n, DiP.API

APOLOGIES!
to those who have contributed
material for Conjunctiono and for
which there is no room in this issue.
Please be assured that all
contributions are gratefully received,
are kept on file and will be included
when spaceis available.
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In chart interpretation our initial
an
is to explore
objective
individual's inner motivation - in
other words what drives them to
become who they are. Our starting
point is the Aspect circle in the
centre of the chart, where we find
clues from the shaping, colour,
cohesion, direction, and so on of the
aspect structure.

Imagine a line in the aspectcircle linking
the Low Point in the 2nd House with the
Low Point of the 5th House, and another
line in the upper hemisphere linking LP
8 with LP I l. If an aspect line crosses
either of these two lines then it can be
considered as vertical. Any aspect line
below the 215 line and not crossing it is
considered to be horizontal and any
aspect line above the 8/11 line will be
aiming for individuality so will be
consideredas vertical.
If the count of vertical and horizontal
aspects is equal or nearly so, then
consider the direction ofthe long aspects
as being quantitatively more significant.
Though, of course, it is unlikely that
there will be a particularly strong drive
in either direction.

'direction' we are
When we talk about
In the chart below the Low Points are
looking at whether the aspect structure
dashed lines. A
'horizontal. From this shown linked with
'vertical'
is
or
may not show
glance
at
the
chart
casual
we can learn whether there is likely to
vertical or
leaning
towards
obvious
any
'individuality' (vertical)
be a drive for
horizontal. However, if you study the
or more ofa preferenceto be concerned
chart you will see that there are 7 aspect
with relationships' (horizontal).
lines which are vertical, in other words
Deciding whether the aspectstructureis cross one of these lines, and only three,
which
9'.OA/ andS-O/Y
vertical or horizontal is not always easy 9/{;
and, of course,it can be both. However, are horizontal. So this indicates a drive
for individuality - and this is born out in
it can help you to make a decision if
realitY'
you consider a gaide line offered by
RichardLteweltvn
Bruno Huber. This is as follows:

THE HOUSE CHART RE,CONSIDERED
At the recent Face to Face
workshops, two apparently divergent
views were presented on the house
chart which some of the participants
may at first have found puzzling.
Students who are working on the fourterm course do not encounter the House
chart until relatively late, in Lesson 23 in
the final term. Those doing the new
modular course meet the house chart a
little earlier in their studies,in Module 5.
Other than that there is no difference in
what is taught about the House chart In
either casethey read that it representsthe
influence of
the environment,
particularly with regard to conditioning
in early life. "The natal chart shows us
inherited potential whilst the House chart
shows what we were educated to
be." (Note the use of thepast tense.)
However, it is sometimes said that the
House chart representsthe Future. This
article attempts among other things to
clari$r this apparent contradiction. How
can it be indicative of early-life
conditioning, which is already in our
personal history,
and yet reveal
something of our future?

By David Kerr

from the Natal chart, it is not something
separateor alien or imposed on us by
some other agency. The primary factor
which determines the difference
between the two charts is the birthplace.
The division of the sky into houses
varies with location, there is a distorting
effect which becomesmore pronounced
the further North or South of the
equator one goes and this is shown in
the Natal chart by the irregular houses
of the Koch system. The more irregular
the housesin the Natal chart, the greater
will be the displacement of the planets
when it is viewed objectively through
equal housesto createthe House chart.
If we accept the postulate that the Soul
has chosenthe time and place of birth, it
follows that it has chosen the House
chart. We can therefore say that the
House chart shows the push-pull effect
of future environmental conditions as
seen at the time of birth, but we
experience it as being always in the
present.

In 'Moon Node Astrology' the Hubers
state"We can see the house horoscope
as a determiningfactor in the here and
now (it is therefore one-dimensional in
It is very neat, but something of a glib
time), and also as an incentive to
oversimplification, to be able to say that
further development.. . . It indicates the
the Moon-node chart representsthe past,
forces ofchange that are affecting us. It
the Natal chart the present, and the does
not show the end product, but
House chart the future. What do we
simply thoseforces of change."
mean by "the Fufure"? We can start by
stating what we understand it not to be. Becausewe understandthat each one of
The House chart cannot be used as a has free will, we do not look at the
means of prediction. Even if age-point House chart as something that is fixed.
progression could be perverted in use to It representsa set ofconditions we have
be a predictive tool, Bruno Huber stated chosen at the level of the Soul to work
explicitly that the age-point had no with in this life, but at the level of the
validity in the House chart. Nor does Personality we are not aware of that so
the House chart represent"the Future" in there is no guaranteethat we will view
the sense that it is something that we them as congenial or even as being
must aspire towards, to grow into. The "good for us". Furthermore, in early life
direction of growth and life-purpose is we are obliged by our helplessnessto be
shown by the rising sign in the Natal cared for, or not, by others and it is here
chart, with the Moon's north node as the that the earlyJife conditioning takes
next step towards that goal.
place.
If one believes in reincarnation then it is
a part of that edifice of belief that the
Soul which is about to incarnate chooses
the time and place of birth in order to
select the circumstances and
environment which are necessaryfor the
development of its consciousness. It is
that environment which is shown by the
House chart. The House chart is derived

The emergenceof ego- consciousness,
shown in the Natal chart by Sun, Moon
and Saturn, does not begin until around
age seven and is not complete until the
end of puberty. By that age, we either
feel subjugatedby the conditioning, and
thus may be identified with the House
chart, or feel the pressureto break away
from it, arising from a growing

awareness of a unique individuality as
shown by the contentsof the Natal chart.
I have attempted a definition of what the
House chart is, but how does it function
in practice?
The differences between Natal and
House charts are seen in the aspect
structure. It may have changed shaping
or colour balance, or even direction.
When we compare the two charts it is
eommon to find that we have lost some
things and gained others. Natal aspect
figures may go and new ones emerge in
the House chart; unaspectedplanets may
become integrated or vice versa. There
is no "good" or "bad", no "right" or
'(wrong"
about this. Our environment
presents us with challenges, hindrances,
impetus or a helping hand at various
times of life, and usually a .mixture.
Remember, these are the chosen
circumstances in which we are to
develop.
If the House chart appears to be
impoverished or diminished compared
with the Natal chart, it may represent a
harsh and arid environment in which one
is forced inwards in the Natal chart to
grow a deep tap root towards the source
of inner nourishment. This is likely to be
expressed in an introverted character.
Conversely, the House chart may offer a
cornucopia of opporhrnity compared to
the Natal chart, in which case an active
engagement with the environment and
eager acceptance of its challenges may
be the path to growth.
In most casesit is likely to be a mixture,
sometimes we may be repelled by our
environment and forced inwards, at other
times we may reach out eagerly to grasp
what comes our way. Because we have
free will and consciousnesswe have a
choice, and with an understanding of
what the House chart represents and
offers we can choose what is helpful to
us and leave aside what is not, always
remembering that the growth process
itself takes place within the pattem
shown by the Natal chart.
Use in Counselling
If clients are identified with a house
chart in a way that is preventing them
from being able to recognise and use the
undeveloped potential of the natal chart
then I find a way forward is to use a
combination of counsellins and
Continued on Page 6
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psychoslnthesis to bring them to
recognition, understanding and
acceptance of their own positive
qualities, talents etc. This may involve
challenging scripts which have been fed
to them by their environment during
their formative years. Usually there are
some negative messages which have
been internalisedsuch as "I am stupid",
"I am not good enough", No-one is
interested in anything I do" etc. As well
as using the Natal and House charts, the
dynamic calculations are also a valuable
and necessarysource of insight into the
disparity between inner resources and
environmental
demands.
When the charts show that the
environment offers potential for
development that are latent, or even
hidden, in the natal chart, then the
counselling process can help clients to
look outwards to take the opportunities
which may be present and with which
they can engage.
How these
opportunities might be used is perhaps
best shown by an example.

squat with two (very gentlemanly)
Jordanian men, not to mention the
frequent doorsteprebuffs.

More significartly, the increase in red
aspects,all squares,shows the potential
of accessing energies which are not
evident in the natal chart. The small
talent triangle has been lost in the house
chart, but there are now three small
learning triangles. Taking the colour
and the aspect figures together, this
shows a "learning" chart, where the
stimulus of the environment provides
the learning opportunities and the
energy to engagewith them.
In June 2003 the natal age point made a
trine to Node, and in fact this is the
only aspect it made during that year so
issues of personal development were
close to the surface. In the House chart,
Node forms a small learning triangle
with Sun and Jupiter implying a procesi
to do with broadening experience and
developing an individual identity.

Betty graduated from a leading English
university in June 2003 and immediately
These charts are the Natal and House took up a summer job with a US-based
charts of a young woman ("Betty'').
organisation which recruits teams of
They show a strong "I"-sided emphasis studentsto sell educational books doorand the Natal chart is very blue (colour to-door in major cities in the UK.
balance:7 blue, I red,2 green). This is Although working in teams, the students
partially offset by the shaping which, are effectively self-employed. As well
although it at first sight appears as working an 80-hour week from
triangular, in fact has only one small Monday to Saturday, Sundays were
talenttriangleand the remainingaspects taken up with team meetings and social
are all linear. The direction ofthe aspect activities.
structure is vertical : motivation towards
individuation. With so much blue a For someone with such an "I"-sided
conventional interpretation might chart, this lack of personal space
suggests that here is a person who is represented a huge challenge. In the
quite reticent, self-absorbed, not event, many adverse and stressful
proactive and disinclined to move out of c i r c u m s t a n c e s w e r e e n c o u n t e r e d
including some initial health problems,
her comfort zone.
being let down by fellow team
Look now at the House chart. Here the members,
and having to change
colour balance is 5 blue, 4 red, 3 green, accommodation
three times ending up in
which in comparison with the ideal 6:4:2 sharing
something little better than a
ratio indicates a slight green emphasis.
API (UK) Newsletter No. 35 PageNo. 6

Even the weekends involved things like
rock-climbing and being the only girl in
a paint ball game, something that is well
out of the usual Libran comfort zone.
There were times when she felt close to
giving up. At the end of the three-month
employrnent, all Betty's friends and
family said "Well, you've survived. You
won't be letting yourself in for that
again" Not so - Betty acknowledgesthe
enofinous learning experience she has
undergone and has found a selfconfidence and self-reliance which she
did not know she had.
At present, she has signed up to repeat
the experience next Summer, but this
time as a studentmanager,recruiting and
organising a team of up to twenty
students as well as selling books on her
own account. One of the reasons she
gives for her decision is an
acknowledgment of the mistakes she
made over last Summer, and a
determinationto capitalise on these to do
better next time. (The leaming triangle
Pluto conjunct Saturn - Mercury - Moon
in the House chart is retrograde.)
It is unlikely that Betty would have
made such great strides in her personal
growth processif she had not voluntarily
put herself in the hands of an
organisation which stretched her
resources so much. In doing that she
effectively steppedout ofher Natal chart
and took up the challengesoffered by the
leaming triangles in the House chart.
Birth Dqto: 11.10.1982;0950; Galashiels

NOTE: The House chart should never be
used in isolation and must always be
consideredin relation to the Natal chart.
It is strongly recommendedthat readers
also refer to 'Moon Node Astrologt' by
Bruno and Louise Huber.
Available
API
Books
See
Page
2
from
for contact
details

ASTROCORA
Juan Saba tells us that AstroCora now
has a new web page.It is:
www.astrocora.com.ar
If you want information on AstroCora or
the new MegaStar programme contact
ReynoldSwallow at e-mail:
rfswallow@beeb.net
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Some
reflections
on 6'Face
to
Face'

'AstrologyI'
Dearastrology
friends
The first experience we had was the
wonderful music welcoming us in the
beautiful hall. We all felt very happy and
uplifted when we arrived. Maria and
Jeremy opened up for quite a bit of
learning in our group. They must have
done their homework well preparing the
lessons.
Listening to Louise and Michael Huber
was a thrill. There were so much to
mention and to like - the beautiful
surroundings, the good food and all the
nice people we met. All this made the
week a fantastic experienceto us all. We
really look forward to coming back.
Thank you all very much.
Love from
Liv Egeland, Birger Tornes, Solveig Andersen,
Ingun Lode and Janne Brit Helgesen (Norway)

"At Buckland Hall held in SeptemberI
had my first experience of a 'Face to
Face' API residential seminar. I enjoyed
it so much I am already bookedfor the
September2004 one! As a very new API
Diploma student I was not sure quite
'Face
what expect as the
to Face'
residentials are unlike any other
astrological training in which I have
previously participated. I htew that the
API experience would involve more
experiential work than purely technical
(which is what I am used to), especially
as I was doing the Astrologt I workshop.
More, in fact, of the sort of work that I
am used to in counselling training.
I found the whole experience absolutely
amazing. I had sudden lights switched on
and got new insight into areas that I
have been working with for many years.
I lcnowthat thosefive days have changed
the way I seefactors in the natal chart.
There was an emphasis on colour and
aspect patterns that was
me and
!nY..to
very revealing. The facilitators
on
Astrologlt I (Maria and Jeremy) were
marvellous and made the whole
experience great fun
as
. - ?t ytell
illuminating! The beautiful
.environment
of Buckland Hall, the glorious wyalhey.
and the positive (non egotistical)
atmosphere which API peopl,e,generate
made the days really *"*orobl".roro
r.r,

'Astrology2'
Being at the end of Term 3 in the
Diploma Course I attended Astrology 2

/\

W

this year at Face to Face. Joyce was
delayed with a virus and I missed her
'sparkle'but
David, our co-tutor, carried
on single-handed with occasional help
from would-be Diploma holders. His
very realistic and down to earth
approach suited me very well, and all in
the group seemedto be interestedin his
first hand examplesand experiences.

me, as I felt that a huge transformation
was taking place in my life. After ten
years of studiesI hadfinally been able to
make the choice to finish the course and
get my Diploma. And the kindness and
support I felt from nearly 65 people in
the audience, when I
did my
presentation, is something I will never
forget.

Listening to the experience of others,
combined with the lessons being
explained through example, will be of
great value to me as I plough through
Term 4. It also added to my
understandingof past assignmentsso
this alone was well worth the visit.

Thank you all, for your goodwill when
listening, and .fo, the kind and
encouraging words aftetwards. And
thanks to Richard and Ghislaine who got
us through the Applied Astrology, and to
Joyce, my supportive (and demanding)
tutor, and to Elly, Arild, Liv, Jean, Jane,
Sue and Barry who shared this moment
of triumph with me.

On top of this was Buckland Hall,
which I cannot praise enough. With my
4th house Sagittarius Sun I fell in love
with the food, tranquillity, warmth,
spaceand freedom and I felt at home in
the grandeurofthis house and estate.

Linda Leibing Heddn

'Applied Astrology'
As the time drew nearer to the forth
coming workshop I began to wonder
how I would cope when faced with
Meeting Louise and Michael Huber and putting in to practice what I had learned
listening to their lectures was the icing in the course. It did seem quite daunting
on the cake. The cherry on the top was but we were all in the same situation and
the sheer privilege of seeing eight from the first moment we came together
diploma students present their charts. the group became very supportive. We
This will live in my heart forever.
all shareda wonderful caring atmosphere
for the whole of the time we were there.
Near the end of our Astrology workshop
we were asked to take an Angel card. I The content of the workshop was very
chose 'Abundance', and this summedup good and well planned. Each
session
nicely, on all levels, my whole designed to prepare us for
dealing with
experienceofFace to Face'
different situations that we might come
LindsTinsrev
across. The part that I was least looking
forward to was the 20 minute observed
'Applied Astrologt'
session.I did not help my self during this
I have participated in several Face to
becauseI placed my clock completely
Face workshops and it has always been
out of view and I ended up doing 40
great learning experiences. This time
minutes instead. This has in its self been
the lovely weather made our stay at the
a good learning curve!
beautifully situated Buckland Hall even
more wonderful, and catching up with I was very glad that we practiced
our
oldfriends isjust so interesting"
Swiss Diploma presentations.It was very
The onty disturbance was the butterflies
in my s'tomach, as I was going to do my
pres;entation
by the end of the week, in
'order
to receiie my SwissDip. ApI. But
the Applied Astroiogt took me and my
-all
7"1oi groduates slip by step through
kinis of inner aid iuter obstacles,
that we as astrological psychology
counsellors might havi to deal with, and
when Louise and Michael Huber arrived
in Friday evening, I think we were all
well prepared for
our final
presentations.
The name of the Huber's very
interesting workshop was signfficant for

important and allowed the group to feed
back to us in case an1'thing in the
presentationneededchanging.
We all thought that Richard and
Ghislaine were very good facilitators
because they worked so well together.
This added to our comfort and our
bonding as a group. When we received
our Swiss Diplomas from Louise and
Michael I felt proud to be there with
Jean, Barryr, Arild, Liv, Linda, Sue and
Jane. I still have with me the sense of
that special group energy and I hope that
we will stay in touch in the future.
Elly Gibbs
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linking togetherthe staff, studeni'-ind
ftiends of API(UK) aroundthe world

EDITOR REQUIRED

Continaed from Front Cover

If you're interestedin taking over this very important job it is preferable that
you have some understandingof type faces, printing, design and layout, etc'
You can exercise your creative talents, though need to be mindful of costs,
and of course able to work to a deadline!

We have always kept a
number of titles available
for sale, mainly for the
benefit of students. More
recently, through the efforts
of Barry Hopewell and
other volunteers, the
collection has been
expanded with the addition
of a number of booklets of
transcripts of astrological
seminars.

You need to be interestedin the activities of the school and able to liase with
staff and students who are your sources of information and articles for
'Conjunction'. Its an interestingjob and if you think you would
inclusion in
like to take it on please get in touch in the first instance with Richard API Books has now achieved autonomy
Llewellyn, letting him have some idea of any relevant experienceyou have:
and become a separateenterprise in the
Tel: 0151-606-8551.or E-mail: r.llewellp@btinternet.com
hands of Jeremy Cooper. Jeremy
continues to handle the sale of the
Don't be shy we lookforwsrd to hearing from yoa!

Warm congratulations to
the following students:
Awarded the API (UK) Diploma in Astrological Counselling, and also
'Face
to Face' in September.
presented with the Swiss Dip.API award at
Barry Hopewell - Credit
Linda Leibing Hed6n (Sweden) - Credit
JaneKerr (Scotland)
Elly Gibbs
Liv Tomrn Meling (Norway) Arild Maeland (Norway)

Sue Lewis
JeanWamer

Other Awards:
Christine Le Blein (Turkey) - Foundation Course Certificate Calculation Module
LETTER from NORWAY
Arild Maeland, awarded his Dip.API at Face to Face in September,has played an
important role in developing interest amongst a gloup of Norwegian astrologers
based in the area of Stavanger, all of whom were with us at Buckland Hall. Arild
writes "I am pleasedwith the group, they are all dedicatedto astrology and already
they are showing quite a bit of "Huber" attitudes of openness,of being inclusive, of
supporting each other and at the same time being playful with a lovely sense of
humour. We had a social evening at the flat of Liv Egeland with lovely food, some
'Face to Face' and lots of astrological sharing. All in all life
wine, some pictures of
is sood on the other side of the sea - even the weather".
The ASSOCIATION

of PROFBSSIONAL

ASTROLOGERS

There are many benefits of being a member of APA - if you want to find out more,
visit their web site: www.professionalastrologers.org
on Sat.20th March at the
APA are holding an open Day for membersand non-members
SophiaCentreat Bath SpaUniversity.The topic is'Healing Our Image'and two specialist
speakersfrom industrywill offer somenew ideasfor any astrologerwho is interestedin
For moreinformationcontact:
settingup their own business.
Robyn Ray on Tel:01273-309788,or e-mail: robyn.ray@virgin.net
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present range of books but has now
added an extensive collection of second
hand astrological and psychological
books. These have come from a number
of individuals who have generously
'grown out of
donatedbooks they have
from their own collections
This new venture got offto a flying start
at 'Face to Face' in Septemberwith the
introduction ofa secondhand book stall.
There was a big demand for these books
at Buckland Hall, so a big thank you to
Jeremy and to all those who made
contributions. If you have any books
with an astrological or psychological
content which you feel you'd like to
'pass on' to the school please contact
Jeremy.
Jeremy has prepared a detailed listing of
all second-handbooks in stock, as well
as details of our regular titles of books,
booklets, CDs and audio-tapes,and this
in process of being mailed to all
members. Jeremy's contact details are
on Pase 2 andthe back cover.

.FACE TO FACE' . 2OO4
24thto 27th September
Pleasemake a note of these dates
on your calendar or in your diary.
The full programmeo together
on other
with information
workshops scheduledfor 2004 will
be sent to you in a seParate
mailing.

Astrological Counselling and the Five Levels of Human Existence
Containedwithin the birth chart are the seedsof all that a person is.
During a counselling session, we as
future astrological
counsellors,
actively listen to the client as they
tell their story. In order to encourage
the client in this process of opening,
unfolding
and revealing their story
"open
questions" of the
we ask
client.
Open questions are those that begin
with
o

why?

'

How?

o

What ?

o

Where ?

o

When?

Open questions are used because they
require the client to make an answer
which is notjust a "yes" or a "no"
Requiring the client to make such an
answer encouragesopening, unfolding
and revealing; and leads the client to a
greater awareness, a greater flow of
consciousness, about their relationship
with themselves, with others and with
their place in the world.
Becoming more aware. more conscious,
gives the client increased clarity and
assiststhem in their process of making
informed choices about their life
directions.
Contained within the birth chart are the
seeds of all that a person is. In
facilitating this opening the counsellor
moves with the client as they explore
different areas of the chart, becoming
increasingly more aware of their
potential, these"seededaxeas".
Asking "open questions" takes the client
to different areasofthe birth chart.
The Aspect Structure
point progression -

and the age

"wIrY?"
In asking the question beginning with
"Why?", the client is guided in the
main to the aspectstructure (module 2.2
p.2) and to the Age Point Progressionin
the birth chart (module 6.2 p.ll)
It has to be said that questionsbeginning
with "Why" should be used only very

sparingly, and only when the session
has been in progressfor sometime.The
reasonis that this addressesthe client's
inner motivation, and to begin with the
client may be largely unconscious of
this. They may truly not know the
answer to the question we as
counsellorsask.

by JeremyCooper
The Houses
"WHERE?'

(modulea.2p.A

The houses are twelve areas of the
client's outer world, symbolic of the
client's nurture, their conditioning and
their shaping. The counsellor, asking for
example "where did you act?" focuses
the client on that outer space or place in
their life. Thus, if the sun is in the sixth
house, the answer may be "in my place
Motivation is s)rmbolically represented of work"
in the birth chart in the form of this
energy, which is present in cardinal, The Age Point, Progressions
andtransits.
..WHEN?"
fixed and mutable forms in all oarts of
the chart.
Asking a question leading with "when?"
places the clients issue within a time
The aspectsshow a field ofenergy into
frame. In the Huber's approach this is
which the client incamates and which
primarily represented by the age point
forms the pattern of being for all the
progression, and as already mentioned,
client's lifetime. This is called the "the
indicates amongst other information, a
aspect pattern" in the birth chart, and
motivational energy of the client at that
describes the client's basic inner
particular time. Progressedplanets and
motivation, their underlying attitude to
transits may contribute to the theme at
life.
that time and give additional information
beyond "Why; What; How; Where and
The age point progression is a point of
When"
awareness,a point of consciousness,
describing amongst other things the
client's overlying motivation at a
particular point in time. It can be
imagined as a point of light going
around the chart and illuminatins that
part ofthe client's life.
The Planets "WHAT?"
The planets represent the interface
between the client's inner motivation
and needsand the qualifuing factors of
the "environment". Asking a question
leading with "what" focuses the client
onto a planet or planets. Thus the
question for example, "what action are
you taking" primarily focusesthe client
into their Sun or Mars. Whilst "what
was your re-action" will primarily
focus the client's awareness on their
Moon.

Aspects: o''Why"

Planets: "'What'

\va9
\5--Signs: "How"

Houses: ".Where',

Age point: "When"
Progressions/Transits

The Signs:
"HOW?" or "in what way?"

As the client grows in consciousness,
so
they may become increasingly aware of
the energy stream which they have
The Signs of the zodiac are symbolic of
our inner nature, our temperament. entered,its motivations and its influence.
They are present as archetypes, as This energy flow, in which we all
t h o u g h t - f o r m s i n t h e c o l l e c t i v e participate, is a source of our energy. In
unconscious, to which we all have astrology, as in other disciplines, we
describethis flow as being composedof
access. The counsellor, asking for
three parts, that is tripartite, and name
example "how did you act?" or "in
what way did you re- act" focuses the these parts as cardinal, fixed and
client mainly on to the agendas mutable, or will, love and intelligence respectively of the sign in which the or lieht.
Sun or Moon is placed.
Concladed on Page 10
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Dependingon the level ofconsciousness
of the client (and the counsellor), this
area of the charl is aPProached in a
different way. This different way takes
us from the intellectual approachthat we
have been considering, to an intuitive
and spiritual approach, and may include
for example meditation, identification
and contemplation.
The birlh chart provides an invaluable
t o o l i n t h e c o u n s e l l i n gp r o c e s s . a n
imporlant requirement of which is for
the astrologicalcounsellorto be able to
link the client's agenda with the bifih
charl.

REDISCOVERIIVG ASTROLOGY
DEEP SPIRIT :
assumed
IT IS GENERALLY
closelY
most
is
ecology
that
are
there
But
related to science.
other ways to be in relation to
nature. For aeons, for instance,
people have found their place in
the natural world bY closelY
watching the movements of the
planets and stars.
They have planned their lives
according to these cycles and
developments, beginning important
projects, for example, on the first
day of spring, and harvesting their
crops during a waning moon. TheY
have charted their fates and their
complex personalities in the
characteristics of the planets and
the relationships among the
heavenly bodies at their birth. In
short, they have lived a thoroughlY
astrologicalway of life.

Today, astrology is not in favour
among the scientificallY minded.
We assumethat it is more imPortant
to study the physical characteristics
of the planets and stars than to live
"symbolically, when man is born, this
their symbolic meanings. We
by
central core begins to beam energies in
prefer the technical language of
all directions"
psychology to the imagistic
vocabulary of the Planets. We
Jeremy is an API DiPloma holder, has
consider astrology superstitiousand
classes
holds
Face'and
to
at'Face
facilitated
c o m p l e t e l yu n r e l a t e dt o s c i e n c e .W e
in his home location. If you would like more
the astronomer and ridicule
can
be
details
honour
information Jeremy's contact
the astrologer.
found on Pase2 under API Books

THOMAS MOORE
a s t r o l o g ym a k e s n o s e n s e .B u t i f y o u
look for the beauty, meaning, and
magic of the universe, then you might
allow the ancient idea that the sun,
moon, planets and stars representthe
archons of existence. TheY are the
guiding lights that keep us in touch
with the movements in our local
environment and indeed inside
ourselves. The theologian Origen
said, "We each have a sun and a
moon within us."
Do you have a lunar nature? Do You
have a rhythm of fullness and
emptiness-Do you sometimes live in
emotional and intellectual darkness,
with only a dim light for guidance?
Do you have a Mars rage or chronic
anger? Do you entertain Venusian
fantasies?Do you enjoy the beauty of
a garden? Do you have a Mercurial
way with words? Do You suffer
Saturnine moments of sadness?Can
you be Jovial? Is there something
Uranian in your view of the world?

d i s c o u n tt h e
NOT
I WOULD
but
horoscoPes,
value of newspaper
infinitely
is
of
astrology
the range
greater and more sophisticated. it
begins with a way of life that takes
account of developments in the skY
and tunes life accordingly. You may
simply sit in awe at a magnificent
sunrise or sunset.You maY go out of
your way to see an ecliPse or a
comet. You may feel the emotional
tug of a large. orangemoon rising
But could it be that our cool, unexpectedly on a still horizon. You
BNUNO ON DYNAMIC
distant, materialistic approach to may stop and wonder, allowing the
the sky keeps us from being fullY beautiful manifestation in the sky to
CALCULATIONS
tuned to nature?Are we out of sYnc stir your thoughts and feelings. That
If there is a zero in the third line this within ourselves and among each is the beginning of an astrological
suggeststhere is no Push from the o t h e r b e c a u s ew e a r e o u t o f t u n e s e n s i b i l i t y .
surroundingson this particular quality w i t h t h e m o v e m e n t s i n t h e
this immediate, sensual,
universe?The sky is as much nature W i t h
and it is just accepted.
personal
background, You can then
I
rivers,
as are the woods and
Yet
Scoresbelow +10 indicateawareness.
position of the
never hear an ecologist talk about a take note of the
There are no signs of stress,but there planet or the moon excePt in
p l a n e t s a n d t h e p h a s e so f t h e m o o n .
PurelY
You can live your life in shadowsand
is weakness.
p h y s i c a lt e r m s .
sunshine.You can keeP in mind what
With minus scores, the PersonmaY Many people react with disgust to w a s g o i n g o n i n t h e s k Y t h e m i n u t e
be "cool". They do things the best astrology because they approach it y o u w e r e b o r n . a s t h o u g ht h a t i n s L a n t
they can and may even try to avoid with a modernist point of view. m a r k e d t h e a p p e a r a n c e o f Y o u r
them.
They ask, how can those Parched identity in a world that is meaningful
bodies and massing gases affecl to you and you to it. You can imagine
With minus numbersthe Personhas
life' on Earth? If you look with yourself into the sky and in that way
to teach themselvesto develoPthe
materialistic eyes, You will see a discover your own vastness.
relevant quality for its own sakeand
materialistic reality, one in which

not for the sakeof pleasingothers.
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The alternative is to be a function in
a social machine or a problematic
personality
shrunken
to
a
psychological ego, which is hardly a
star.
Such a point of view can accomplish
important things. It can bring you
closer to nature's life, binding your
fate to the lifeline of the universe. It
can exercise your imagination,just as
you might exercise a muscle. It can
help you reflect on your basic nature
and the unfolding of your own vital
stuff. It can render the whole of your
life poetic and symbolic. It can help
you cultivate life as a varied,
changing, beautiful thing rather than
a system of blood vesselsand a set of
genes.
Incidentally, an appreciation for
astrological images can help you
understand a great deal of art and
religion, which have long referred to
the sky for fundamental imagery. The
sky, being so massive and out of our
control, gives mythic dimension to
the imagination of who we are and
where we live. It can also offer a
complex model for a polycentric
view
life
of
each planet
qualitatively special and yet part of
an overarching musical rhythm.
Marsilio
Ficino, the fifteenthcentury Platonist, said thal you
should make or obtain a stunning
mobile model of the planets of your
birth and meditate on it daily,
discovering the universe in which
you live, your particular microcosm
parallel to the vast and common
macrocosm.
OUR LIFE ON Earth is not so
different from the life of the sky.
Even here, a particular person, like
an earthly planet, might serve as
mother, father, lover, friend, enemy,
mystery. A particular place might
suggest home, adventure, spice,
calm, distance. The whole of life is
symbolic, anyway: why not allow the
sky its imagery?
An astrological sensibility lies at the
bottom of the Renaissance idea of
'natural magic', the idea that we
could draw immense power and
efficacy from nature if we knew its
imagistic qualities. In the hands of
remarkable thinkers like Ficino, the
Abbot Trithemius, John Dee, and
Robert Fludd, nature offers real

power through its imagistic
qualities. This vision is difficult for
a modern person to understand,and
the difference is whether or not you
grant nature a soul. Is nature alive
and meaningful, or is it mere raw
physical material for human
exploitation?

My green and red star is made up of

) a T - 9 , d t Y - 4 a n dO c / V
/ f,J.tfrus nineof my planets,plus
my nodal axis come together to be
beamed out through the 4th house.

The sign through which this beam is
projected into the 4th house is
intercepted+
This for me is very
The story was told several years ago frustrating because they cannot be
of Soviet cosmonautstravelling into beamed out here and have to be
space, seeing the vast emptiness, diverted to another path.
and returning to say, "There is no This star can be very prickly
and
God. We didn't see him." Today's oversensitive, and this reaction to
a s t r o n a u t sa n d a s t r o n o m e r s ' t r a v e l ' people and situations is very much an
among the planets, see dust and gas, inner one. The green
and red also
and say, "There is no soul." It takes makes me go over and
over
a soulful eye to see the soul of the something and it gnaws
away at me
world - the eye of an astrologically until I have found
a way out by
awake and sophisticated person, turning my mind
on to something
someone who notices when the else. I am also a worrier
and I find it
moon is full and wishes for his own difficult to switch
off, e.g. I am
waxing fullness, someone who can smelling our roses in
the garden, and
regard nature's vast music and thinking
how beautiful they are. I
discover the pulse and tonality of reach out to pick one
and I am
his own life.
stabbedby a thorn. It hurts!

Thomqs Moore
is u former
catholic monk and author of
'Care of the Soal' and 'Original
Self'.
With thanks to 'Resurgence' for
permissionto reproducethis article.

MY GREEN and RED STAR

The positive side is that I search
until I have an answer to my
questions.I want to know how things
work and what the answers to the
questions of the Universe are. I am
interested it all things |hat are normal
and paranormal. I feel that this side
of the green and red has helped me to
be open-minded. I think that the star
helps me to be sensitive to other
people's needs, and this is in
particular relation to my family and
as my job as a nurse.
Standing in the middle of my star is
jangly and jittery. I cannot stop my
mind from working and I know that I
am tired. I have to find a way out. I
cannot go through the 4th house door
becausethere is a wall of glass. I can
see people but they can't hear me and
they see me as outwardly calm and
don't understandthe turmoil inside.

The centre of the Star is the point
where the consciousnessof the
planets involved in the aspectsthat
form the Star come together. This
Star will "beam its energy out" to
the nearest house. The consciousness of the planets will be the level
at which they are acting, Asleep.
Waking or Awake. The point of exit
can be determined by taking a line
from the centre of the chart, through
the middle of the Star to the outside
world. The intersectedhouse shows
the area of life where the energy of
the Star is most keenly felt.

Perhaps I'll head to Venus and be
creative, or go to MarsdPluto and
help my securityby trying to ensure
that the situation doesn't happen
again. I can also visit my retreat on
the cliffs reachins down to the sea.
l2th hou!e). Here I can be
OdN
quiet and calm down. I can take on
my journalist role. 4 on the DC with
her microphone and tape recorder.
Perhaps, after all, my Star does
shine!
Eily Gibbs
ElIy is an API Diploma holder, Her e-mail is:
eI Iy g i b bs@bt op enw or I d. c om
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Student Networking - Latest List
33 Mastile Close,Ingleby Barwick, ClevelandTS17 OQY
SandraBell.
3 Hop Garden Way, Garston,Watford WD25 OJN
Adrienne Betts,
BernadetteBowering, 83 Agecroft Rd.West,Prestwich ManchesterM259RF
41 CumberlandRd., Angmering,W.SussexBNl6 4BJ
Marilyn Hazel,
5 Greenway,Woodford Green,EssexIG8 7RD
PetaHigh,
7 Rhydyfenni, Crofty, SwanseaSA4 3SA
PatriciaJenkins,
KedlestoneRoad,Derby DE22 lFR
87
jKate Johnson,
57 Lime Grove, Ryton, Tyre & Wear NE40 3RH
BarbaraPalliser,
The Glebe,A1ton, BerwickshireTDl 4RH
DaniellaN G Power,
15 Field of Refuge,Comrie, Crieff, PerthshirePH6 2FB
SeonaRobefison,
6 Charlotte Street,A1r KA7 IDZ
Robert Singer,
ManuelaTognacchini, 42 HammerwoodRd, AshurstWood, SussexRHl9 3TG

OVERSEAS
PragashnieGovender, P.O. Box 14353,RochdalePark,Durban4034, South Africa
Norway
Janne-Brit Helgesen, Sverdrupsgt3 18, 4007 Stavanger,
Greece
15 Strat.SindesmouStr. Athens 10673,
Menegou,
Plena
Norway
Gravarskroken1, 4327 Sandnes,
Birger Tornes,

NEW PUBLICATIONS
'oConjunction"
At the starl of this new year, we are A Third Digest of
delighted to be launching no less Articles, covering issues24-34
than four new publications for
Students and Members of API(UK).
On offer are three new booklets and
one multi-media CD.
Astrological Seminars Volume 3

This compilation of articles will include
something for everyone, and will be an
invaluable source of additional leaming
material. From "Beginners' Corner" for
basics right through to translations of
articles written by Bruno Huber before
his death, and by Louise Huber, this
Third Digest is an ideal way for newer
Students and Members of API(UK) to
catch up on what they might have
missedover the past 5 yearsl

contains a translation of an arlicle from
"Astrolog" and a transcript of a lecfure.
Both are by Louise Huber. The titles are
"Astrology and the Esoteric - the Seven
Rays and the Moon Node HoroscoPe",
and "The North Node in your Chart - ttTransformationstt Twelve Doors to Spiritual Growth".
a multi-media CD
With titles like this we think Volume 3
The seminar on "Transformations",
will be very popularl
given by Louise and Michael Huber in
September 2003 at Buckland Hall has
Celebrating the Quality of 4
been made available on CD. You can
gives an introduction to the work of the
hear Louise's and Michael's sessions;
American "cutting edge" spiritual
and diagrams and visual aids they used
philosopher, Ken Wilber, and explores
to illustrate these are included. If you
how Wilber's views on "4-ness" and
were not able to attend this seminar, or
Bruno Huber's work on the 4 Quadrants
if you did and would like to hear it all
in the natal chart complement each other.
again, this CD provides all that you
This publication has been written by a
need.
former student who has been studying
publications
and using the work of Wilber and Huber Full details of all these
Cooper,
from
Jeremy
available
are
for many years. Advanced students will
the
address
(UK)
Books,
at
API
find some fascinating ideas within this
below:
booklet.
4 EggerslackHouse, Windermere Road, Grange-over-Sands,Cumbria LAl l 6EX
E-mail: crystalmountain@tiscali.co.uk Tel: 01539-536420

"Conjunction" is printed on recycledpaper
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ALL GREEN CHARTS
In Conjunction July 2003, Catherine
Collier wonders how many people might
have all-green charts. I happen to be able
to say something about this, and the
'very very
few'.
answer is
I have a large data base of reference
charts (one per day from 1900- 1980).
Yes, very boring even for a Virgo
Ascendant, but I use them in a study of
aspect figures in charts of famous
people. I was so fascinated bY the
Diploma course chapter on aspect
figures, I have never got any further!
When checking these chafis for red
figures (the only ones I have looked at so
far), I happenedto note which charts had
No Red (1 in 200 overall). Theseare the
only charts which could be all blue or all
green. (I haven't so far noted how many
charts are all-red.)
As I use a Mac computer, I don't use
Huber software, and can only represent
2 levels of orbs. The orbs I use for outer
planets are larger than the Huber ones,
so I get more aspectsof each type than
there would be in a Huber chart. This
means that mixed charts are more likely,
I get fewer 'pure' one-colour charts than
there would be with Huber orbs.
With this proviso - I found NO all-green
charts in the period 1900-1980. There
are a few all-blue charts; none in the
1900s,1910s,or 1930s,about 1 in every
3500 charts in the 1950s and 60s,
roughly I in 2000 chartsin the 1970s,I
in 600 charts in the 1920s,and I in 400
chartsin the 1940s.
So any all-blue or all-green charts are of
great mterest.
Lisanne Bainbridge
Best wishes
If you want to contactLisanneher e-mail
is: lisan@bainbrdg.demon.co.uk
address
Tel: 01865-751-239

API CHART DATA SERVICE
We are now working with the new
MegaStar programme and can provide a
comprehensiverange ofdata and charts.
'Click' and 'Integration'
These include
charts, Dynamic Quadrants,Transits and
Progressions, Personal RaYs,
Relationship Charts, Place Charts,
PersonalRays, etc., in addition to all the
usual Natal, House and Nodal Charts
which are available on acetate for
overheadprojection.
Contact details on Page 2

